The Sub-picosecond Accelerator at Los Alamos National Laboratory is a 1300 MHz, 8 MeV photoinjector. Its beam can be bunched to sub-picosecond lengths using a magnetic chicane. To observe this, we use an rf cavity operating in a TM,,, mode to generate a transverse magnetic dipole field that "streaks' each bunch as it passes. Inserting a screen downstream, we determine the pulse length by measuring the increase in the beam spot width. To achieve sufficient resolution two things must happen: first, the unstreaked beam must be well focused at the screen, and, second, the drift after the cavity must be long enough. At high charge and short pulse lengths, these goals become mutually exclusive. To eliminate this problem, we propose using a beam position monitor instead of a screen. The second moment of the beam position monitor signals determines the difference between the x and y rms widths of the beam. With a properly orientated cavity, the resulting change in this quantity also gives the pulse length. However, the BPM does not require a well focused beam at its position, eliminating that constraint on resolution.
INTRODUCTION
The Sub-picosecond Accelerator (SPA) has compressed electron bunches containing 1 nC of charge to sub-picosecond lengths[ 11.
However, in those experiments the length of the electron bunch was inferred by measuring the increase in the beam energy spread after it had drifted some distance [l] . Although effective, this technique is not particularly satisfying because it is not a direct measurement of the bunch length.
For low charge beams, 0.1 nC per beam bunch, we found that a very effective technique for measuring the -L--------., Figure 1 : Schematic of fast deflector cavity. pulse length was to utilize a simple cylindrical cavity like that shown in Figure 1[1] . By operating the cavity in its TM,,, mode, the dominate field in the region defined by the 1 inch aperture is a time varying magnetic dipole field. When the timing between the beam pulse and the cavity fields is correct, the head and tail of the pulse are directed in opposite directions, streaking the beam. (Figure 2 ) Measuring the increase in beam width due to the fast deflector determines the beam bunch length.
The change in the beam spot width that results from the action of the fast deflector cavity depends upon how far the beam drifts after being streaked. For very short bunch lengths, the drift must be quite long to achieve sufficient resolution. However, the beam must also be focused tightly to get a good image for the camera. At low charge (0.1 nC) we found no conflict between these two requirements. However, at high charge (1 nC) we found that the defocusing due to space charge and the higher beam emittance limited this measurement to resolutions that were not adequate for our purposes[ 11. 
CAVITY FIELDS
In this section, I start with the ideal electric and magnetic fields for a cylindrical cavity operating in its TM,,, mode. I then change to Cartesian coordinates and make a first order approximation so that the calculation of the motion of an electron through the fast deflector cavity is more manageable.
Ideal fields
The ideal fields for a cylindrical cavity operating in its TM,,, mode are
(2) a' x:,rc B, = w 7 E,J, (kllr) sin 8 sin( wt + $) and a
Be =o-EoJ~(k,,r)cosOsin(ot+$).
All other field components are zero. The angular frequency is o = 2nf where f is 1300 MHz. The constant k,, is defined as
11 -a where x,, , equal to 3.8317, is the first zero of the first Bessel function. The radius of the cavity, a, is 14 cm.
The length of the cavity, L, is 14.48 cm. The maximum value of the electric field, E,, is 24 MV/m, from measurement. The kinetic energy of the electrons as they enter the cavity will be on the order of 8 MeV. The aperture of the cavity, the opening that the beam travels through, is one inch in diameter, or 1.27 cm in radius.
First order approximation in Cartesian coordinates
Using the relationships ? = ? c o s O + f s i n 0 8 =-?sin0+fcos0, and I can convert (l) , (2) and (3) to Cartesian coordinates. Then, in the 1.27 cm radius aperture region, I can show that the cavity fields are well approximated by
and (6) ma By z -E,
The magnitude of the ratio of B, to By is It can be shown that the electric field will produce a relative change in an 8 MeV electron's energy of less than four percent. In most cases it will be much smaller than this. Therefore, the only significant field in the aperture region is given by equation (6).
SOLUTION TO EQUATION § OF MOTION
In this section, the change in trajectory of a single electron due to the fast deflector is derived. This result is then extended to show the effect of the fast deflector on the value of {x2)-{y2) at the BPM position. 
Trajectory change of single electron
The initial values of x and x' at the entrance to the fast deflector are x, and x ,~, respectively. The values of x and x' at the fast deflector exit are x, and x;.
Effect offust defector on (x') -(y')
When the fast deflector is off, the second moment of the BPM signal determines the value of (x')-(y') for the beam at the position of the BPM. So, we can define this measurement as
When the fast deflector is on, the value of (x')-(y') changes because the fast deflector is now streaking the beam. The goal is to calculate this change using (7), (8), (9) and (10).
When considering a beam and not a single electron, it is convenient to write the phase angle, $, as
The angle $,, + A$ is the phase of the beam bunch center with respect to the rf. A$ is defined as much less than one and is included for calibration purposes. The angle $z is defined as the phase of a particular electron in the bunch with respect to $, , + A $ .
If the electron beam bunches are short, as is true for the SPA beam, then
If we assume that the beam line between the fast deflector cavity and the BPM is linear, with the transfer matrix $ = $ " + A $ + $ , .
[A$ + $, I << 1.
ESTIMATE OF MEASUREMENT RESOLUTION
Assume that the beam line between the fast deflector and the BPM is a drift of length d. The value of a, can be calculated from (1 1). Assuming that the longitudinal distribution of the beam is Gaussian, the value of a: (4;) can be estimated for different drift lengths and different pulse lengths. The results are shown in Table 1 
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